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Zero Gravity
Woody Allen
His first new collection of short humor in fifteen years is
classic Woody Allen.

Zero Gravity is the fifth collection of comic pieces by Woody
Allen, a hilarious prose stylist whose enduring appeal readers
have savored since his classics Getting Even, Without Feathers,
Side Effects, and Mere Anarchy. This new work combines pieces
that have appeared in The New Yorker along with ten written
exclusively for this book, each a comic inspiration. Whether he’s
writing about horses that paint, cars that think, the sex lives of
celebrities, or how General Tso’s Chicken got its name, he is
always totally original, broad yet sophisticated, acutely observant,
and most important, relentlessly funny. Along with titles like
“Buffalo Wings, Woncha Come Out Tonight” and “When Your
Hood Ornament Is Nietzsche,” included in this collection is his
poignant but very funny short story, "Growing Up in Manhattan.”
Zero Gravity implies writing not to be taken seriously, but, as
with any true humor, not all the laughs are weightless

AUTHOR BIO
Woody Allen is a writer, director, and actor. He has been a
stand-up comedian and a published author. He lives on the Upper
East Side of Manhattan with his wife of twenty-four years,
Soon-Yi, and their two daughters, Manzie and Bechet. He is an
avid jazz enthusiast and devoted sports fan. In his own words, he
regrets that he has never made a great film, though he says he is
still trying.
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Praise for Mere Anarchy, Woody Allen's previous collection of his short humor pieces:
“The stories in Mere Anarchy deliver the same joys and foibles that have been with its author from the start.”—
Janet Maslin, The New York Times
“Uproarious . . . In each story the ornate and the vulgate slam together and make it rain polysyllabic
absurdity.”—Wall Street Journal
“Like the Carnegie’s one-pound sandwiches, Allen’s literary slapstick is . . . comedy on wry.”—USA Today
“Brilliant neurotica . . . Unfailingly entertaining . . . [An] obsessive and seriously funny book.”—Los Angeles
Times Book Review
“Will put a rictus on your kisser. . . . The animating comedy is part S. J. Perelman and part borscht belt: Allen
piles the ludicrous on top of the ridiculous and tops it with an acidic lemon squeeze, and then just keeps the
jokes coming.”—Publishers Weekly
"The topsy-turvy literary allusions pour from Allen's pen like bullets from a Gatling gun (an appropriately
obscure simile), exposing the intellectual pretensions of a ragtag assortment of Allenesque everymen—
endearingly unkempt nebbishes who, despite knowing their Dostoevsky, can't quite deal with the absurdities of
daily life."—Booklist
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Devil Himself
A Novel
Peter Farris
For Fans of Brian Panowich and Ron Rash.
Southern Noir at its finest, The Devil Himself, sizzles with
page-burning suspense and bewitching characters. Deep in the
forest of South Georgia, barely eighteen-year-old Maya narrowly
escapes a savage end. The victim of a vast human trafficking
operation managed out of Mexico, Maya had the misfortune to
discover the dark plans of a high-ranking client. Her fate seemed
sealed, until Leonard Moye, a lonely eccentric who tolerates no
one on his land, takes the young woman under his protection.
Both having lived lives that have left deep scars, each consumed
by anger, they soon develop a bond that makes them, as a pair, a
formidable foe, even for hardened criminals and professional
scumbags. Maya knows too much and the old man lives on land
in the crosshairs of narco machinations. As the heavies seek to
finish the job, they find they may be no match for the
resourcefulness of a disturbed old man and a cunning young
woman.
Written with a skilled combination of breakneck pace and
mind-searing detail, Farris has created a wicked and
compassionate novel of redemption.
First published in France with enormous critical acclaim and
winning multiple literary awards, The Devil Himself will mark
Peter Farris as a major crime writer in America as well.

AUTHOR BIO
Peter Farris is the award-winning author of Last Call for the Living
and The Clay Eaters. Published in France to critical acclaim, The
Devil Himself won Le Prix 813 and was an official selection for
the prestigious Grand Prix de Littérature Policière among other
accolades. He lives in Georgia with his family.
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Praise for The Devil Himself:
“Learn for yourself what French readers have known for a while now: Peter Farris is a master of hard-nosed
Southern noir, a true heir to Larry Brown, Harry Crews, and Tom Franklin. The Devil Himself thunders off the page
with beautiful writing and a killer sense of place. It's urgent, triumphant, and unflinching.” — William Boyle, author
of Shoot the Moonlight Out and City of Margins
“The Devil Himself is a sharp take on a southern gothic fairytale—extra dark and cathartic, just the way I like
them.”—Louisa Luna, author Two Girls Down and the Alice Vega novels
“This is The Good the Bad and the Ugly on nitrous, Peter Farris has written a southern gothic barn-burner, when
an aging ex-moonshiner becomes the protector of a young harlot who holds dirt on a local politician, a host of dirty
cops and his enforcers bring an avalanche of violence to end her life, as the story deepens so do the plot twists
and dark secrets in this epic tale of greed, drug running, redemption and justice.” —Frank Bill, author of Crimes in
Southern Indiana, Donnybrook, The Savage and Back to the Dirt
“It’s fair to say Farris was one of my original inspirations to become a writer. His follow up, The Devil Himself, and
his latest novel The Clay Eaters has made Farris an award-winning household name in France and remains to this
day one of the single best crime writers I’ve ever read.”—Brian Panowich, bestselling author of Bull Mountain, Like
Lions, and Hard Cash Valley
“A novel of uncompromising power.”—Benjamin Whitmer, author of Pike, Cry Father, and Evasion
“Arid lands, loneliness, a strange friendship, Peter Farris’ second novel gives life to a singular world. Part
Steinbeck in his way of associating misery and the beauty of the world, and like Lehane as a truth-teller for lost
souls.”—Julie Malaure, LE POINT
"The environment and the atmosphere are vital to the novel…with The Devil Himself, Peter Farris gives us a oneway ticket to south Georgia.”—Pascale Frey, ELLE
“A tough, dirty, thrilling page-turner.”—Marie Bronzini, FRANCE BLUE
"Peter Farris, with his hard-hitting writing, has found his place among the elite of the current noir landscape.” —
Yan Lespoux, MARIANNE
“From the very first page Farris sets the tone for a pulsing novel, a blaze akin to Jim Thompson and Larry Brown.
The Devil Himself is a radical southern noir set to an infernal tempo.” —Philippe Blanchet, ROLLING STONE
“It's pure noir, modern, contemporary, effective, with superb characters and plot.”—Michel Dufranne, RTBF LIVRÉS à DOMICILE
“The Devil Himself is a treat to the noir genre.”—Karen Lajon, LE JOURNAL DU DIMANCHE
“A violent and intense thriller.”—L'ALSACE
“We discover a beautiful friendship is at the heart of the novel, full of humanity yet nourished by violence.”—
OUEST FRANCE
“A dark yet captivating story of redemption.”—Jean-Paul Guéry, LE COURRIER DE L'OUEST
“A great noir worth devouring!”—VIVRE À PARIS
“Very quickly we find ourselves bewitched by this "Devil"…a wild, enjoyable novel!”—Olivier Bureau, LE PARISIEN
“Peter Farris delivers a thrilling portrait of a violent and corrupt America.”—MONACO HEBDO
“With The Devil Himself, a powerful pen is born.”—Anne Lessard, LE TELEGRAM
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Trail of the Fallen
A Tommy Smith High Country Noir, Book Four
Bart Paul
A suspense-filled western noir thriller set in California's
Sierra mountains—for readers of Craig Johnson and C. J.
Box.
Tommy Smith, former sniper and Army combat veteran, wants
nothing more than to be left alone to raise his young family with
his deputy-sheriff wife, Sarah, as they run a wilderness outfitting
business in the eastern Sierra ranching country where they grew
up.

A mass breakout at Folsom Prison shatters their mountain idyll
and brings back the PTSD that Tommy hoped he'd left on the
battlefields of Afghanistan. Although Folsom is a hundred fifty
miles west, every new atrocity by the convicted killers places
them closer and closer to Tommy and his family. The escape
follows by some months the theft of prototype high-end sniper
rifles from the nearby Marine base, a theft that the Corps was
trying to keep as quiet as possible. Soon, Tommy discovers that
the list of escapees includes a name that he never wanted to
hear again—that of Sarah's psychopathic first husband, whom
Tommy had helped put in prison. Sidelined by law enforcement
because of his closeness to the case, Tommy strikes out
horseback and alone in a blizzard, where he must overcome his
own demons to fight the all-too-real demon waiting for him up the
trail.

AUTHOR BIO
Bart Paul is the author of TV documentaries, short stories, the
biography Double-Edged Sword: The Many Lives of Hemingway’s
Friend, the American Matador Sidney Franklin, and the novels in
his Tommy Smith High Country Noir series, including Under
Tower Peak, Cheatgrass, See That My Grave Is Kept Clean, and
Trail of the Fallen. Throughout his school years, he spent
summers working on cattle ranches and pack outfits in
California’s Eastern Sierra. After living in Southern California for
many years, he now divides his time between Bridgeport,
California, near Yosemite, and Smith Valley, Nevada—the
ranching country of his novels.
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Praise for Tommy Smith High Country Noir Series:
"Tommy Smith is right up there with James Lee Burke's Dave Robicheaux."—Howard Frank Mosher
"A western hero that's part John Wayne and part James Bond."—Dan O'Brian
"Wild-country noir with gripping, compelling action.” —Kirkus Reviews
"Fans of James Lee Burke and Craig Johnson should take note. . . . A winning series that’s worth saddling up
and taking the ride."—Criminal Element
Praise for See That My Grave Is Kept Clean:
"Mr. Paul, a veteran rancher as well as an author, writes fine action scenes, and his descriptions of nature and
animals can seem just as thrilling."—Tom Nolan, Wall Street Journal
"In clean, spare prose, Paul spins a plot of understated but still startling violence, as Smith does what he must
to protect his family and stay alive himself. The third entry in the Tommy Smith series is a fine western thriller
with a tender heart."—Booklist
"Exciting . . . Tommy is slow to anger but quick to defend those in need, as he does—with gusto—in the
explosive finale. . . . Readers will welcome Paul’s comfortable world, with its loving relationship between
Tommy and his wife, appealing animals, and true friends."—Publishers Weekly
"Readers will be transported by Paul’s easygoing prose as he lingers almost philosophically on the sparse but
majestic landscape and the people who choose to make their living there. Sharing qualities with authors like
Paul Doiron and C.J. Box, Paul delivers a Western-themed thriller that can easily be read as a stand-alone
featuring characters as quiet and as deep as the mountains themselves."—Library Journal
"Fans of James Lee Burke and Craig Johnson should take note of this third installment of the Tommy Smith
High Country Noir series. . . . Paul packs the plot with many threads that weave together nicely. . . .For [a] mix
of mystery and high mountain adventure, Bart Paul has a winning series that’s worth saddling up and taking
the ride."—Criminal Element
"This fine book takes you into Bart Paul's Eastern Sierras on a fast-paced thrill ride with an electric and
unexpected ending. An exceptional contemporary western." —Reavis Z. Wortham, 2019 Spur Award Winner
"Bart Paul delivers a barrelhouse of a story, a tight and lyrical tale of malfeasance and evil, splashed vividly
against a stunning Sierras backdrop. A terrific book."—Brad Smith, Spur Award–winning author of The Return
of Kid Cooper
Praise for Under Tower Peak:
Named One of the 10 Best Mysteries of 2013 by the Wall Street Journal
“A scenic, suspenseful debut novel turns out to be one of the best of the season. . . . Bart Paul’s debut novel
displays some formidable influences—Hemingway, for instance . . . Shadows of Cormac McCarthy and Jim
Harrison also flutter across the pages of this swift-moving tale. . . . The nonstop action in Under Tower Peak is
well-paced, the plot twists surprising (even shocking), and the occasional humor welcome. . . . A must-read.”
—Wall Street Journal
“Under Tower Peak has everything I look for in a thriller—big characters, big action, sharp dialogue, and the
magic of place. Bart Paul brings the California mountains to life through Iraqi war sniper Tommy Smith, a tough
soul who would like to forget that war and get on with his life in the great outdoors. This book is engaging as a
firefight and haunting as a campfire story.” —T. Jefferson Parker, author of The Famous and the Dead and
The Jaguar
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The Barrens
A Novel of Love and Death in the Canadian Arctic
Kurt Johnson
This riveting debut is at once a white-water adventure,
coming-of-age novel, and tale of tragic love—and an
extraordinary father-daughter collaboration.
Two young women attending college decide to have a summer
adventure canoeing the rapids-strewn Thelon River that runs 450
miles through the uninhabited Barren Lands of subarctic Canada.
Holly made the trip once before with a group of skilled paddlers
she trained with at camp, and she wants to share that experience
with her friend and lover, Lee, believing it will draw them closer.
But a week in, Holly, the risk-taker, falls while taking a selfie near
the edge of a cliff. She is left injured and comatose, and soon
dies. Their locator beacon for summoning rescue was smashed
in Holly’s fall. It remains to Lee, the inexperienced paddler, to
continue the grueling and dangerous trip alone, to save herself
and return her lover’s body to civilization and Holly’s family.
In their relationship, Holly and Lee had always told each other
stories; Lee had called Holly a “storyist.” Storytelling helps Lee
endure the rigors of her journey and engage her grief as she
explores her relationship with Holly while chronicling her own
coming-of-age off the grid in Nebraska with her estranged
eco-anarchist father, who is now serving time in prison.

AUTHOR BIO
Kurt Johnson grew up spending summers on a remote island
near the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, first with his parents and
later with his wife, Stephanie, and then their daughter, Ellie. He
lives in Minneapolis.
Ellie Johnson paddled the 450-mile Thelon River with three
other women at the age of seventeen. The novel is based in part
on that canoe trip as well as her real-life experiences growing up
as a gay woman. Ellie is a recent graduate of the University of
Minnesota and lives in St. Paul.
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Praise for The Barrens:
"The Barrens grabbed me from the opening pages and never let go. A riveting adventure story written by
a father-daughter team who clearly have wilderness chops."—Michael Punke, author of The Revenant
"A deeply compelling tale, told in vivid, elegant but concise prose, The Barrens carried me along, swiftly
as the river at the heart of the story. The central character, Lee, will break your heart, although she'll
have none of it. Love, loss, life, and death, against a landscape as raw and ancient as the human heart.
Most highly recommended.”—Jeffrey Lent, author of In the Fall
“The Barrens is the raw and moving story of two young women paddling by canoe down one of North
America's most remote rivers—of their coming of age, their love, and terrible loss. I’ve rarely come
across a text that is so visual, and so tangible. The Barrens is a vivid portrayal of the Canadian
subarctic, and of the human drive to persevere.”—Alex Messenger, author of The Twenty-Ninth Day:
Surviving a Grizzly Attack in the Canadian Tundra
“The Barrens is a bravura work, propulsive in its storytelling, simultaneously economical and fulsome,
and as restrained as it is brimming with unspoken wisdom. It demands a wide audience.”—Peter Geye,
Minnesota Book Award winner for Wintering
“As harrowing as the whitewater adventure it chronicles, The Barrens is an epic tale of wilderness
survival and death in the techno age. The writing throbs with presence: the life-force embedded in
Canada’s northern frontier landscape and in the life-scape of its queer young heroine as she journeys
toward selfhood. Co-authors Kurt and Ellie Johnson reveal the pulse of identity, born of the stories we
weave. A mesmerizing, devastating read.”—Carol Bruneau, author of Brighten the Corner Where You
Are: A Novel Inspired by the Life of Maud Lewis
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Manhattan Cult Story
Abuse, Crime, Sex, and My Life inside a Secret Organization
Spencer schneider
“We were invisible. We had to be. We took an oath of absolute
secrecy. We never even told our immediate families who we
were. We went about our lives in New York City. Just like you. We
were your accountants, money managers, lawyers, executive
recruiters, doctors. We owned your child’s private school and
sold you your brownstone. But you’d never guess our secret
lives, how we lived in a kind of silent terror and fervor. There were
hundreds of us.”
Right under the noses of neighbors, clients, spouses, children,
and friends, a secret society, simply called School—a cult of
snared Manhattan professionals—has been led by the
charismatic, sociopathic and dangerous leader Sharon Gans for
decades. Spencer Schneider was recruited in the eighties and he
stayed for more than twenty-three years as his life disintegrated,
his self-esteem eroded, and he lined the pockets of Gans and her
cult.
Cult members met twice weekly, though they never
acknowledged one another outside of meetings or gatherings. In
the name of inner development, they endured the horrors of
mental, sexual, and physical abuse, forced labor, arranged
marriages, swindled inheritances and savings, and systematic
terrorizing. Some of them broke the law. All for Gans.
“During those years,” Schneider writes, “my world was School.
That’s what it’s like when you’re in a cult, even one that preys on
and caters to New York’s educated elite. This is my story of how I
got entangled in School and how I got out.”
At its core, Manhattan Cult Story is a cautionary tale of how
hundreds of well-educated, savvy, and prosperous New Yorkers
became fervent followers of a brilliant but demented cult leader
who posed as a teacher of ancient knowledge. It’s about
double-lives, the power of group psychology, and how easy it is to
be radicalized—all too relevant in today's atmosphere of
conspiracy and ideologue worship.

AUTHOR BIO

Spencer L. Schneider is an attorney who specializes in corporate
litigation in New York. A native of Brooklyn, Mr. Schneider is an open
water marathon swimmer and ice water swimmer. He works as an ocean
lifeguard, operates a lifeguard training academy, and co-founded a water
rescue group. He lives in New York and East Hampton and has one son
and one dog. He is the only member or former member of School to have
published his experience in the cult. He was a member of School’s inner
circle for twenty-three years.
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Praise for Manhattan Cult Story:
"Captivating and veracious, Schneider has written a book I’ve long been waiting for, a lionhearted, soulsearching tale that flips the script of cult memoir, revealing that no one is immune to the siren call of
belonging, and that any feet, no matter how well-shod, can stumble down the slippery slope of
radicalism. Manhattan Cult Story is a book America desperately needs.” —Shawna Kay Rodenberg,
author of Kin: A Memoir
"An intense and chilling account of an egregious underground cult of young New York City
professionals, one of the most secretive groups I've encountered. In this outstanding book, Schneider
not only exposes the destructive nature of this cult but eloquently reveals how—sadly—anyone can be
drawn into one. Aside from a cautionary tale, this is also the story of unlikely survival and liberation, and
hope. An important contribution to the literature on cults." —Dr. Steven Hassan, teacher and an expert
on destructive cults and undue coercion, he is the best-selling author of Combating Cult Mind
Control and The Cult of Trump
"This penetrating and often painful personal account written by a cult survivor details the inner workings
of a secretive cult that preyed upon sophisticated, educated and affluent New Yorkers. Spencer
Schneider's twenty years of experience in 'The Work,' led by former actress turned philosopher queen
Sharon Gans, demonstrates how anyone can be tricked and trapped by a deceptive cult, even those
amongst us that seem too smart and accomplished to be taken in. This book is a deep dive into a
hidden cult's world of sexual and financial exploitation, manipulation, isolation and personal destruction.
Schneider spares no one including himself. Riveting and insightful.” —Rick Alan Ross, author of Cults
Inside Out: How People Get In and Can Get Out, prosecution witness in NXIVM trial
“Manhattan Cult Story is one of those gripping tales of personal struggle and perseverance you simply
cannot put down." —Andy Ostroy, filmmaker, and director of HBO’s Adrienne
"Intelligent, witty, and utterly terrifying. An intimate look at the breakdown of everyday individuals
through systematic methods of coercion and manipulation. . .for the unspoken and sole purpose of lining
the twisted leader's pockets and boosting her ego. Spencer's heartfelt account of his experiences shows
how cults can and do exist all around us and are, unknowingly to most, made up of typical people you
pass by every single day. Let Spencer's published voice be the first of many sincere survivors who come
forward to shed light on this darkest of secret groups" —Kacey, Host of The Cult Vault Podcast
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Wally & Freya
Lindsey Pointer; Illustrated by Stella Mongodi
A heartwarming picture book that teaches empathy and
inclusion.
Everyone knows Wally is a bully. He steals lunch every day
from Bella Jo the bear, calls Oliver the owl mean names, and
never shares the crayons. So when the other animals decide to
write a story together and the notebook disappears, there is little
doubt that Wally has taken it.
But what the animals don't know is why Wally acts the way he
does. As they unravel the mystery of the missing notebook, they
also begin to understand Wally, which leads to a surprising and
joyous discovery.
This sweet story teaches children empathy and the amazing
power of kindness and inclusion. The first in a new series on
restorative justice practices for kids, this book is sure to delight
children and grownups alike.

AUTHOR BIO
Lindsey Pointer is the associate director of the National Center
on Restorative Justice and an assistant professor at Vermont
Law School. She has a PhD in restorative justice from Victoria
University of Wellington in New Zealand and is a former Fulbright
Fellow. Lindsey has worked as a restorative justice facilitator,
community program manager, educator, and researcher. She
currently lives in Burlington, Vermont.
Stella Mongodi is an Italian illustrator living in Edinburgh. She’s
studied art and illustration for many years with renowned
professionals such as Anna Castagnoli, Carll Cneut, and Stefano
Moroni. She started with oil colors and acrylics, but her
illustrations are now entirely digital, characterized by a dreamy,
feathery and playful style.
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Praise for Wally & Freya:
"This is a lovely story about restorative justice in action . . . a poignant reminder—not just for kids—that
those who seem to be our enemies are themselves often hurting and in need.” —Howard Zehr, author
of The Little Book of Restorative Justice
"Empathy, inclusion, belonging, and repairing of hurts and harms are the not-so-secret keys to all
effective restorative justice and peacemaking practice. This delightful and beautifully illustrated little
story for young children aims to affirm and foster the development of these crucial virtues. What could
be more worthwhile than that?" —Chris Marshall, PhD, emeritus professor of restorative justice,
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
"This delightfully illustrated book has such a simple message about restorative problem-solving everyone has a story that deserves to be heard. Kindness, empathy, and compassion will always break
through the harms caused by those who are hurting. It’s a perfect lesson for our young ones!" —Marg
Thorsborne, restorative practices author, trainer, facilitator, Australia
"Dr. Lindsey Pointer shows us how creating space for young people, especially those at risk of being
ostracized by the majority, to be vulnerable and share their fears can create deeper understanding. The
dance that Wally and Freya go through, as beautifully illustrated, is a perfect portrayal of restorative
justice in practice." —Christina Parker, Associate Professor, University of Waterloo
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The Fantastic Fart Activity Book
Hilarious Mazes, Word Searches, Code Breakers, and Puzzles for Flatulent
Fun!—Over 75 Gassy Games and Pungent Puzzles
Boone Brian
Fart-astic, off-screen fun and games every kid can enjoy!
Nothing is funnier to kids (even the grown-up kind) than farting,
and no activity book offers more laughs than The Fantastic Fart
Activity Book. This super-silly collection of puzzles celebrates the
classic joy of toots, poots, blasters, and stinkers to make children
roar with laughter while putting their problem-solving skills to the
test. From hidden word games centered around the world’s
gassiest foods, to wacky mazes where a fart finds its way out of
the body, this hilarious collection of challenges is sure to bring on
a case of the giggles.
· Beat boredom with over 70 gassy games and pungent
puzzles.
· Hours of off-line entertainment for kids young and old.
· Engaging puzzle pages filled with farting animals, colorful
art, and side-splitting activities

AUTHOR BIO
Brian Boone is the author of I Love Rock n' Roll (Except When I
Hate It) and many other books about everything from inventions
to paper airplanes to magic to TV. He's also the author of the
Unofficial Harry Potter Joke Books and the Unofficial Joke Books
for Fortniters series. He's written jokes for lots of funny websites
and he lives in Oregon with his family.
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Groggle's Monster Halloween
Diana Murray; Illustrated by Bats Langley
Groggle met Snarlina at her house on Halloween. A swarm
of bats was fluttering. The swamp was oozing green. . . .
When Groggle and Snarlina get dressed up to go
trick-or-treating, they hope to fill their pails with yummy loot from
all their spooky neighbors.
After a quick wardrobe malfunction, which Groggle smartly sets
right, they're off to see the werewolf, the witch, the mummy,
and the ogre.
But no matter whose house they visit, Groggle just can't control
his monster appetite!
Snaaarf! Slobber! Cruncha-muncha!
Crispy bones, lizard tails, spider pops, slugs and snails . . .
Groggle gobbles them up before they even land in his pail!
At the end of the night, Snarlina sifts through her treats while
Groggle watches on, having eagerly eaten all his treats.
Can friendship save this spooky holiday? Find out in this
monster of a tale.

AUTHOR BIO
Diana Murray is a poet and picture book author whose other
books include the bestselling Unicorn Day series, Grimelda: The
Very Messy Witch, and Pizza Pig. She grew up in New York City
and still lives nearby with her husband, two children, and a
treat-loving dog.
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Bats Langley is a painter, sculptor, writer, illustrator, toy
designer, and creator of many things. Bats, a Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD) grad, frequently contributes illustrations
for the covers and interiors of Scholastic, Spider, Ladybug, and
Cricket magazines. His art has shown in galleries across the
United States and the world. He illustrated Groggle's Monster
Valentine, the first in the series, and was the author/illustrator of
Alice’s Adventures in #Wonderland. Bats created the cover art for
Scary Stories to Tell on The Pod, a podcast hosted by SNL head
writer Anna Drezen and TV writer Andrew Farmer. He lives with
his husband, Nicholas, on the island of Manhattan. They both
enjoy cooking, reading, and watching the owls, which live in a
sanctuary on a neighbor’s roof, swoop in their backyard.

9781510770850
Juvenile Fiction
First Print: 20,000
$16.99 (US) / $22.99 (CAN)
Ages 3 - 6, Grades P - 1
10 x 10, 32 pages
Carton quantity: 20

OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510770867, $10.99

Translation Rights Available:
World ex. Dramatization,
Commercial and merchandizing
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: No

Groggle's Monster
Valentine
9781510705081
$9.99/$12.99 Can.

Final Interior Materials Ready:
March 2022
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Praise for Groggle's Monster Halloween:
“Halloween night comes to life with rollicking colors in this sweet, deliciously monstrous friendship
tale. Trick-or-treating has never been so scrumptious!” —Kim Ventrella, author of The Secret Life
of Sam
"It's no trick, this book's a treat! Your little monsters will gobble it up!" —Tara Lazar, author of 7
Ate 9
Praise for Groggle's Monster Valentine:
"Vibrant drawings, drenched in deep purples, blues and pinks, create a fantastical atmosphere
filled with clever details. Groggle's hilarious antics, along with lots-to-look-at art, make this a pageturner your little monster will delight in." —Mia Geiger, The Washington Post
"Bats Langley's illustrations jump from the page as Groggle rushes to impress his friend. You may
want to have craft supplies at the ready in case Groggle's sweet poems inspire your tot to whip up
his or her own card." —Real Simple Magazine

8

Vocabulary for Minecrafters: Grades 1–2
Activities to Help Kids Boost Reading and Language Skills!—An Unofficial
Activity Book (High-Frequency Words, Grade-Level Vocab, 100+ Colorful
Practice Pages) (Aligns with Common Core Standards)
Sky Pony Press; Illustrated by Grace Sandford
Get extra word power for reading and comprehension
success!
This kid-friendly workbook features well-loved video game
characters and concepts to reinforce the development of firstand second-grade vocabulary to reach national Common Core
reading standards. Colorfully-illustrated and high-interest practice
pages and activities use golden swords, enchanted treasures,
friendly farm animals, dangerous mobs, and heroes like Steve
and Alex to add an element of fun to learning new words and
improving reading fluency.

·Build their word bank with high-frequency words and academic
vocabulary
·Develop their reading comprehension and fluency and
increase their confidence in school!
·Fun, colorful, kid-friendly learning pages for even the most
reluctant reader
·Engaging Minecraft themes and characters to interest young
gamers
Learners of all levels can enjoy an exciting, skill-building
vocabulary adventure. Perfect for Minecrafters who learn at all
paces, Vocabulary for Minecrafters is as exciting as it is
educational–and is just what your little learner needs to get ahead
academically!

PAPERBACK
On Sale: 05/17/22
Sky Pony

AUTHOR BIO
Sky Pony Press is an independent publisher of children's books
located in New York City.

9781510771093
Juvenile Nonfiction
First Print: 40,000
$9.99 (US) / $12.99 (CAN)
Ages 6 - 9, Grades 1 - 2
8.5 x 11, 64 pages Carton
quantity: 48

Reading Success for
Minecrafters: Grades 1-2
9781510730885
$7.99/$10.99 Can.

Reading Success for
Minecrafters: Grades 3-4
9781510730892
$7.99/$10.99 Can.

The Super Fun Colossal
Workbook for
Minecrafters: Grades 1 & 2
9781510763029
$15.99/$21.99 Can.

Translation Rights
Available: World ex.
Dramatization,
Commercial and
merchandizing
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: No
Final Interior Materials
Ready: Available
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Vocabulary for Minecrafters: Grades 3–4
Activities to Help Kids Boost Reading and Language Skills!—An Unofficial
Workbook (High-Frequency Words, Grade-Level Vocab, 100+ Colorful Practice
Pages) (Aligns with Common Core Standards)
Sky Pony Press; Illustrated by Grace Sandford
Get extra word power for reading and comprehension
success!

This kid-friendly workbook features well-loved video game
characters and concepts to reinforce the development of thirdand fourth-grade vocabulary to reach national Common Core
reading standards. Colorfully-illustrated and high-interest practice
pages and activities use golden swords, enchanted treasures,
friendly farm animals, dangerous mobs, and heroes like Steve
and Alex to add an element of fun to learning new words and
improving reading fluency.
·Build their word bank with high-frequency words and academic
vocabulary
·Develop their reading comprehension and fluency and
increase their confidence in school!
·Fun, colorful, kid-friendly learning pages for even the most
reluctant reader
·Engaging Minecraft themes and characters to interest young
gamers
Learners of all levels can enjoy an exciting, skill-building
vocabulary adventure. Perfect for Minecrafters who learn at all
paces, Vocabulary for Minecrafters is as exciting as it is
educational–and is just what your little learner needs to get ahead
academically!

AUTHOR BIO
Sky Pony Press is an independent publisher of children's books
based in New York City.

PAPERBACK
On Sale: 05/17/22
Sky Pony

9781510771109
Juvenile Nonfiction
First Print: 40,000
$9.99 (US) / $12.99 (CAN)
Ages 8 - 11, Grades 3 - 4
8.5 x 11, 64 pages Carton
quantity: 48
Translation Rights
Available: World ex.
Dramatization,
Commercial and
merchandizing

Reading Success for
Minecrafters: Grades 1-2
9781510730885
$7.99/$10.99 Can.

Reading Success for
Minecrafters: Grades 3-4
9781510730892
$7.99/$10.99 Can.

The Super Fun Colossal
Workbook for Minecrafters:
Grades 1 & 2
9781510763029
$15.99/$21.99 Can.

Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: No
Final Interior Materials
Ready: Available
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Fire Within
An Unofficial Graphic Novel for Minecrafters
Cara J. Stevens
The second book in an all-new graphic novel series for
Minecrafters—The Magic Portal!
Ghasts can be a real pain when you’re trying to survive an
ultimate challenge. In book two of The Magic Minecraft Portal
series, Keri and Omar bravely return to the magic portal to visit
the ancient Nether and learn as much as they can about these
unusual and dangerous creatures and get the competitive edge
they need to survive. While they’re exploring the mysterious
origins of these floating, fire-ball-launching beasts, they discover
new limitations in their magic portal’s capabilities: a timer. When
a mysterious figure messes with their plans and blocks their
passage home, Keri and Omar must find a way to complete their
mission and get past their unseen enemy before the clock runs
down. Will they make it? Only time will tell.

AUTHOR BIO
Cara J. Stevens has written more than thirty books for kids,
including Revenge of the Zombie Monks, The Ender Eye
Prophecy, and the Unofficial Battle Station Prime series. She
lives in Los Angeles with her husband, two kids, and a small, fluffy
dog named Oliver.

PAPERBACK
On Sale: 08/16/22
Sky Pony

9781510766617
Juvenile Fiction
First Print: 60,000
$14.99 (US) / $19.99 (CAN)
The Dawn of Time
9781510766600
$11.99/$15.99 Can.

Bestselling Graphic
Novels for Minecrafters
(Box Set)
9781510766501
$23.99/$32.99 Can.

The Dragonmaster's
Revenge
9781510759879
$11.99/$15.99 Can.

Ages 7 - 12, Grades 2 - 6
6 x 9, 192 pages
Carton quantity: 24

OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510771178,
$10.99

Translation Rights Available:
World ex. Dramatization,
Commercial and
merchandizing
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: No
Final Interior Materials Ready:
March 2022
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Chalk Art Manga
A Step-by-Step Guide
Danica Davidson
Two favorite art forms are together at last! Chalk art is beloved by
both kids and adults, and manga is a worldwide comic book
phenomenon coming from Japan. As the first book of its kind,
Chalk Art Manga not only reveals the secrets to creating cute and
fun manga characters in chalk, but it also shows you everything
step-by-step to make it extra easy. Characters can leap out of the
pages of manga and come to life under your own fingers as you
draw kawaii foods that look too adorable to eat, colorful chibi
people, exciting robots and monsters, and more. Just like that,
your driveway, sidewalk, or chalkboard can become a canvas for
vibrant and exciting manga artwork as you learn to draw, pick
colors, and smudge for effect. Created by two manga experts,
author/journalist Danica Davidson and manga creator/artist Rena
Saiya, Chalk Art Manga is fun for the whole family.

AUTHOR BIO
Danica Davidson is the author of 17 books, including the
bestselling Manga Art for Beginners and its sequel, Manga Art for
Everyone, done with Rena Saiya. A longtime manga fan, her work
on manga has been published by MTV, CNN, The Onion, Otaku
USA, Publishers Weekly, Booklist, Anime News Network, and
more. She has both written the English adaptation and worked on
the editing process for manga. She lives in Michigan and her
website is www.danicadavidson.com.
Rena Saiya is a Japanese manga author and illustrator. She
published twelve manga books in the shojo manga genre through
a major Japanese publisher. Rena is also a freelance manga
author who has published various manga illustrations
internationally as well as a how-to manga character book and
online tutorials for drawing manga art. She also covers the
shonen manga genre and comedy genre.

PAPERBACK
On Sale: 06/21/22
Skyhorse
9781510771895
Art
First Print: 10,000
8.5 x 10, 240 pages
Carton quantity: 16
$24.99 (US) / $33.99 (CAN)
Translation Rights
Available: World ex.
Spanish, Dramatization
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: No

An Unofficial Overworld
Heroes Adventure
Series Box Set
9781510737990
$29.99/$40.99 Can.

Manga Art for
Intermediates
9781510729520
$19.99/$26.99 Can.

An Unofficial Overworld
Adventure Series Box
Set
9781510715332
$29.99/$40.99 Can.

Final Interior Materials
Ready: Available
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Resistance Band Workouts for Seniors
Strength Training at Home or On the Go
Karina Inkster, MA, PTS; photos by John C. Watson
A must-have for any older adult looking to easily maintain
their strength and day-to-day health—from the comfort of
home!
This is an invaluable resource for older adults looking to
improve their strength and body composition without having to
purchase a gym membership. Fitness coach and author Karina
Inkster will teach you about the many benefits of strength training
for seniors. You'll learn how to choose resistance bands, how to
use them at home with a door anchor, and how to use them
safely. An overview of the three types of resistance bands will
help readers put together their own “mini gym” that can fit into a
small bag.

A collection of 50 resistance band exercises that work all the
major muscle groups will inspire readers to create—and
maintain—a regular strength training practice, whether they’re
working out at home, outdoors, or while traveling. Exercises vary
in difficulty from beginner to advanced; this book caters to older
adults of all fitness levels. Once readers are familiar with the
various exercise possibilities, they’ll learn how to put together
their own strength programs.
PAPERBACK

AUTHOR BIO
Karina Inkster is a fitness coach, author, and podcast host.
Karina’s award-winning online programs offer vegan fitness and
nutrition coaching to clients around the world. She’s the author of
Resistance Band Workouts, Foam Rolling, and The Vegan
Athlete, a writer for several magazines, and host of the
No-Bullsh!t Vegan podcast. She holds a Master’s degree in
Gerontology, specializing in health and aging. When she's not
working with her clients, writing, or weight lifting, you'll find Karina
playing accordion, piano, and Australian didgeridoo; hanging out
with her two cats; or sneaking spinach into her husband's
smoothies. Visit her website at www.karinainkster.com.

On Sale: 06/07/22
Skyhorse
9781510770102
Health & Fitness
First Print: 10,000
6 x 9, 184 pages
Carton quantity: 30
$17.99 (US) / $24.99 (CAN)
OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510770119,
$12.99
Translation Rights Available:
World
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials Ready:
Available

The Vegan Athlete
9781510759213
$16.99/$22.99 Can.

Resistance Band
Workouts
9781510753471
$14.99/$19.99 Can.

Foam Rolling
9781632206275
$14.99/$19.99 Can.
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Belly Fat Busters for Seniors
12 Weeks to Lose Weight, Gain Strength, and Improve Balance
Paige Waehner
Living a vibrant, healthy life is something we all want to enjoy as
we get older. Looking good is just as important as feeling good,
but hormonal changes sometimes contribute to weight gain,
sleep disturbances, stress, and a redistribution of fat to the belly.
There are ways to combat this, and the number-one tool is
resistance training. In Belly Fat Busters for Seniors, certified
personal trainer Paige Waehner provides a detailed twelve-week
strength program with a focus on exercise protocols that
specifically target belly fat. You'll safely and gradually build
strength, balance, flexibility, and endurance while improving your
body composition and losing belly fat.
You'll get tips on diet, sleep, stress, and other things that
contribute to belly fat so your overall health improves. All of the
workouts include instructions for exercises that will:
·Increase your lean muscle tissue while losing belly fat
·Improve your strength, balance, and flexibility
·Recharge your metabolism
·Revitalize your mental health

AUTHOR BIO
Paige Waehner is a certified personal trainer and fitness writer
who is a member of The American Council on Exercise (ACE)
and the IDEA Health & Fitness Association. She is a frequent
contributor to verywellfit.com, has been published in Pregnancy
Magazine, Desert Paradise, and Runner’s World, and is the
author of multiple books on how to get in shape and become a
personal trainer, including Strength Training for Seniors. She
resides in Illinois and can be found at getfitwithpaige.com.

PAPERBACK
On Sale: 05/03/22
Skyhorse
9781510769663
Health & Fitness
First Print: 10,000
7 x 9, 184 pages
Carton quantity: 26
$17.99 (US) / $24.99 (CAN)
OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510769670, $12.99
Translation Rights Available:
World

Strength Training for
Seniors
9781510758957
$17.99/$24.99 Can.

Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials Ready:
Available
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The Complete Guide to Memory
The Science of Strengthening Your Mind
Richard Restak
A comprehensive guide to understanding how memory
works, how memory forms, the mind-body connection, and
more!
In the busy, information-filled world in which we live, it’s often
easy to forget things and hard to keep track of how details get
stored in our brain. The Complete Guide to Memory serves to
provide a one-stop resource that covers the essentials on
memory. World-renowned memory expert, Dr. Richard Restak,
addresses the following topics in detail:
·How memories form
·The different kinds of memory
·Changes in brain structure
·The mind-body connection
·The relationship between memory and emotional regulation
·And much more!
With tips and tricks to manage memory well for people of all ages
and personal examples of the techniques used, this book leaves
no stone unturned.

AUTHOR BIO
Dr. Richard Restak has written over twenty books on the human
brain, two of which were main selections of the Book Of The
Month Club. He has penned dozens of articles for national
newspapers including the Washington Post, New York Times,
Los Angeles Times, and USA Today; he has contributed brain
and neuroscience-related entries for the World Book
Encyclopedia, the Campton's Encyclopedia, the Encyclopedia
Britannica, and the Encyclopedia of Neuroscience. As a regular
lecturer, both nationally and internationality, he has presented
commentaries for both Morning Edition and All Things
Considered on National Public Radio and made numerous
appearances on leading television talk shows including: the
Today Show, Good Morning America, the Discovery Channel,
and the McNeil-Lehrer Report.

HARDCOVER
On Sale: 07/05/22
Skyhorse
9781510770270
Science
First Print: 10,000
6 x 9, 192 pages
Carton quantity: 24
$22.99 (US) / $32 (CAN)
OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510770287, $14.99
Translation Rights Available:
World
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials Ready:
May 2022
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What Your Doctor Didn't Tell You
How Complementary and Alternative Medicine Can Help Your Pain
Karima, Dr. Hirani
Help with your pain is within reach! Let Dr. Karima Hirani
teach you the most advanced therapies from alternative and
complementary medicine for your pain.
One in five American adults suffer from chronic pain and it
affects over a billion people globally. While consumers spend
billions of dollars on over-the-counter and prescription remedies,
the usual outcomes of standard pain management are dismal.
So, why are pain sufferers told so often that they need to live with
their pain?

Pain can impact every aspect of our lives from overall wellbeing
and psychological health to economic and social welfare. Anxiety,
depression, insomnia, and stress are four of the most common
symptoms that accompany chronic pain—but all are actually
treatable.
For decades, Dr. Karima Hirani achieved successful treatment
for thousands of pain sufferers. What Your Doctor Didn’t Tell You:
How Complementary and Alternative Medicine Can Help Your
Pain offers readers a less invasive, natural, integrative approach
that can finally provide them with relief. Combining the most
advanced therapies from alternative and complementary
medicine, her book shows how pain sufferers can improve their
quality of life, performance, and prevention—and much more
including:
·How Mother Nature’s pulsed electromagnetic fields work to
resolve pain;
·The secret treatment which helped President Kennedy with his
chronic back pain that you can also use;
·How Oxygen-ozone therapy succeeds when other pain
treatments fail;
·How to manage your gut-brain axis to control inflammation and
pain;
·How the allergy elimination diet with exercise can bring about a
25 - 30 percent improvement of pain; and
·That not all knee pain is osteoarthritis, so you may not need
that knee replacement.
As Dr. Hirani says, "You don't need to let another day go by with
pain!"

AUTHOR BIO

Dr. Karima Hirani is a board certified doctor in family medicine.
She graduated from USC Medical School and has a masters
degree in Nutrition from UCLA School of Public Health. She has
practiced Integrative and Complementary/Alternative medicine for
twenty years, and for over a decade, has used alternative
modalities for treating pain.

HARDCOVER
On Sale: 07/05/22
Skyhorse
9781510770713
Health & Fitness
First Print: 10,000
6 x 9, 168 pages
Carton quantity: 36
$24.99 (US) / $33.99 (CAN)
OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510770720, $16.99
Translation Rights Available:
World
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials Ready:
May 2022
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Sweet Spreads
Delectable Dessert Boards for Every Occasion
Amber Olson
Learn how to create your own dream dessert board!
From kid-friendly movie night to romantic date night for two,
there is a delicious dessert board out there for everyone. Sweet
Spreads offers a decadent variety of fifty dessert boards to
inspire and impress.
This step-by-step guide is sure to satisfy any sweet tooth with
simply made recipes for beloved guilty pleasures: chocolate
hummus, chocolate cheesecake dip, s’mores snack mix, and so
much more! Find your favorite today with these satisfyingly sweet
spreads:
·Holiday cheer dessert board
·Chocolate tasting dessert board
·Campfire cones dessert board
·Ice cream sundaes dessert board
·Valentine’s day dessert board
·Waffle brunch board
·Coffee lover’s dessert board
·Aloha dessert board
·And many, many more
Bring some extra sweetness into your life with Sweet Spreads.

AUTHOR BIO
Amber Olson is the recipe developer and creator behind food
blog Simply Made Recipes. Her fondness for cooking stems from
her grandmother, who taught her the unbelievable power of food
to bring friends and family together. Amber lives with her husband
and two amazing children in Harrison, Ohio.

PAPER OVER BOARD
On Sale: 07/05/22
Skyhorse
9781510769960
Cooking
First Print: 10,000
8 x 10, 176 pages
Carton quantity: 18
$29.99 (US) / $39.99 (CAN)
OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510769984, $19.99
Translation Rights Available:
World
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials Ready:
Available
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Eat Like a Gilmore: Seasons
An Unofficial Cookbook for Fans of the Gilmore Girls Revival
Kristi Carlson
This 3rd installment in the Unofficial Eat Like a Gilmore
series is the perfect cookbook for any Gilmore Girls
fan! Created by fans for fans, with recipes from the show’s
cast & crew, Eat Like A Gilmore: Seasons is a
must-have Gilmore Girls gift!

The infamous appetites of the Gilmore Girls are given their due
in this fun, unofficial cookbook inspired by the show’s 2016
revival, A Year in the Life. Fans will eat up the delicious recipes
honoring the chefs who fuel the science-defying metabolisms of
Lorelai and Rory Gilmore.
Whether you’re a twenty-year fan, new to the scene, or
somewhere in between, author Kristi Carlson invites you to pull
up a chair and dig in. Sixty-five recipes, covering all the bases
from appetizers and cocktails to entrées and desserts, invoke key
episodes and daily scenes in the Gilmores’ lives.
Prepare yourself for:
· Fudgy Banana Milkshake
· Burger Day at the Dragonfly
· Lobster Mac’ n’ Cheese
· French Bread Pizza
· Raspberry Muffins
· Plus 60 more!
Plus, recipes from the show’s cast & crew:
·
Rose Abdoo (“Gypsy” & “Berta*)
·
Rini Bell (“Lulu”)
·
Valerie Campbell (Costume Supervisor)
·
Todd Lowe (“Zach van Gerbig”)
With easy-to-follow recipes, beautiful photos, helpful kitchen tips,
and fun tidbits about the revival, Eat Like a Gilmore: Seasons is
a must-have for any Gilmore Girls fan. So don your apron and put
on your favorite episode. It’s time to Eat Like a Gilmore!
Looking for more recipes? Check out Eat Like aGilmore and Eat
Like a Gilmore: Daily Cravings!

PAPER OVER BOARD
On Sale: 08/02/22
Skyhorse
9781510771925
Cooking
First Print: 20,000
7.5 x 9.5, 216 pages
Carton quantity: 16
$24.99 (US) / $33.99 (CAN)
Translation Rights
Available:
World ex. Ebook
Sales: None
Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials
Ready: March 2022
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AUTHOR BIO
Kristi Carlson is a longtime fan of Gilmore Girls and has
experience as a cook, baker, and caterer. The Eat Like a
Gilmore series joins her two loves together, and she is thrilled to
share her passions with fellow fans of the show. She resides in
Burbank, California.

Eat Like a Gilmore: The
Ultimate Unofficial
Cookbook Set for Fans
of Gilmore Girls
9781510753037
$29.99/$39.99 Can.

Eat Like a Gilmore:
Daily Cravings
9781510741935
$24.99/$33.99 Can.

Eat Like a Gilmore
9781510717343
$24.99/$33.99 Can.

Praise for Eat Like a Gilmore:
“The Eat Like a Gilmore cookbook just came out, we're screaming COPPER BOOM . . . It’s finally here, you guys! . . .
and we. can’t. stop. cooking!” —HelloGiggles
“ [T]he Lorelai and Rory-inspired cookbook, Eat Like A Gilmore: The Unofficial Cookbook for Fans of Gilmore Girls is
finally a reality . . . so let’s get to eating!” —Nerdist
“A tribute cookbook . . . that belongs at the top of your wish list.” —Food & Wine
“[Gilmore fans] stood holding umbrellas in a line that stretched clear out the door of the Hickory Stick Bookshop to get
signed copies of the cookbook Eat Like a Gilmore by Kristi Carlson.” —New York Times
“Just in time for Netflix's reboot of the beloved CW series.” —US Weekly
“Yeah, it's unofficial. So what? Eat Like a Gilmore will still be a solid way to prep for the series' fast-approaching
revival—and to make sure you discover the sanctity of salmon puffs.” —Thrillist
“Netflix's Gilmore Girls revival will be released next month, which means we need to start planning our binge-watching
snack menu ASAP. . . . That's where Kristi Carlson comes in. . . . In the book, you'll find recipes for some of the
show's most iconic dishes and drinks.” —Refinery29
“Eat Like a Gilmore cookbook is perfect for people who love food like Rory and Lorelai do.” —E! News
“[Eat Like a Gilmore] might be the next best thing to Sookie.” —Entertainment Weekly
“There's a reason why Lorelai and Rory Gilmore spent the majority of their meals during episodes of Gilmore Girls at
Luke's Diner: The food was damn good, and it's definitely worth replicating IRL.” —MTV News
“Looking for the perfect snack to enjoy while binge-watching the new series? Well . . . the Eat Like a Gilmore
cookbook has got you covered.” —Teen Vogue
“[I]t’ll bring you just a little bit closer to your dream of watching TV and eating pizza on the couch with Lorelai and
Rory.” —People
“A Gilmore Girls-inspired cookbook is just what the world needs.” —Nerdist
“Prepare to finally cook and taste the pure deliciousness of a burger from Luke's Diner.” —Real Simple
“Some people wait a lifetime for a cookbook like this.” —BuzzFeed
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The Unofficial Star Wars–Inspired Book of Cocktails
Drinks from a Bar Far, Far Away
Rhiannon Lee
Become a Jedi Master of mixology with some of the best
cocktails from across the Star Wars Galaxy.
There is no need to worry if you are a cocktail Wookie, as this
sacred text contains helpful bartending tips and Jedi tricks to suit
those of all levels! Channel the force and let The Unofficial Star
Wars–Inspired Book of Cocktails be the Yoda to your Luke
Skywalker with fifty drinks from Chalmun’s Cantina in Mos Eisley
on planet Tatooine.
Cocktails made with alien ingredients such as activated
charcoal and color-changing reagents are the perfect
accompaniment to any May the Fourth celebration or Star Wars
movie marathon. This book's cocktails are guaranteed to keep
guest spirits (as well as blood alcohol levels) high and stop the
party from turning to the Dark Side.
These are the cocktails you have been looking for:
·Baby Yo-daiquri
·Blue Bantha Milkshake
·Wookies and Cream
·Emperor Palpatini
·Darth Mauled Cider
May the fortified spirits be with you in The Unofficial Star
Wars–Inspired Book of Cocktails.

AUTHOR BIO
Rhiannon Lee, coauthor of The Unofficial Harry Potter–Inspired
Book of Cocktails, combines her two greatest passions for sci-fi
and cocktails again in this sci-fi themed cocktail book. She holds
a PhD in chemistry and harnesses this scientific know-how to
create some extraordinary creations in the field of mixology.
Rhiannon resides in the United Kingdom.

PAPER OVER BOARD
On Sale: 05/03/22
Skyhorse
9781510768956
Cooking
First Print: 10,000
5 x 7, 128 pages
Carton quantity: 16
$19.99 (US) / $26.99 (CAN)
OTHER FORMATS
eBook: 9781510768963, $12.99
Translation Rights Available:
World
Sales: None

The Unofficial Harry
Potter–Inspired Book of
Cocktails
9781510765245
$19.99/$26.99 Can.

Film/TV Rights: Yes
Final Interior Materials Ready:
Available
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Praise for The Unofficial Star Wars–Inspired Book of Cocktails:
“This amazing collection of libations will make sure your party is a blast!" —DisneyBookworm.com
“Rhiannon steps right out of the cantina to bring cocktail aficionados this special treat from a galaxy far,
far away! A clever and fun journey through the Star Wars saga (and your bar cart), these recipes will have
you reaching for your nearest cocktail shaker and lightsaber. This book and its cocktails are strong in the
Force.” —Skytalkers Podcast
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Catching Hell
The Insider Story of Seafood from Ocean to Plate
Allen Ricca
In Catching Hell, longtime seafood mogul Allen Ricca and author
Joe Muto take readers behind the scenes of the high-end
restaurant world and the international market for seafood, and
how that industry has been impacted perhaps like no other due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
This book exposes the fact that the American diner is being lied
to on a regular basis. The culprit varies – sometimes it’s a chef or
restaurant owner trying to cut corners to save money; other times
it’s an unscrupulous supplier looking to pass off poor product to
an unwitting receiver. And the cost of that scam eventually gets
passed on to the consumer, whether it be in the form of higher
prices at restaurants and markets, lower quality (or even
counterfeit) product getting delivered onto your plate, or – God
forbid – food poisoning. Furthermore, Ricca argues, the
pandemic has only increased corruption in this industry.
This book serves as both an exposé and a call to arms,
empowering consumers with the knowledge to make more
informed choices when dining out.
Some of the things this explosive book reveals:
·The one fish you should never order, one that’s always a
rip-off. (And the one fish that’s always a delicious,
virtually-unknown bargain.)
·Why restaurants that advertise “fresh” fish are almost always
lying.
·How to get your favorite restaurant to treat you like royalty –
without dropping thousands of dollars.
·How the covid-19 pandemic has impacted our food supply
chain and what it has meant for the everyday worker.

AUTHOR BIO
Allen Ricca is an American businessman and entrepreneur. He
is the eldest of two children and second-generation owner of Val’s
Ocean Pacific. He is co-founder of Winchell Mountain Coffee and
Managing Partner of Village Wine Imports. He and his wife live on
a farm in Connecticut with their two bulldogs.
Joe Muto is an American writer and television producer. Joe
made waves in 2012 with an anonymous column on
Gawker.com, detailing the inner workings of the mysterious and
controversial conservative cable outlet Fox News Channel. The
column led to his termination, but also birthed his book, An
Atheist in the FOXhole.
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Praise for Catching Hell:
"An essential read for anyone looking to understand how the restaurant industry really works. Informative,
hilarious and gripping. You'll devour every page and still be left wanting more." —Chef Hung Huynh,
Season 3 Winner of Bravo’s Top Chef
"A book that will not disappoint! Catching Hell is both entertaining and informative, a must read for 2022."
—Jamie Bissonnette, James Beard award-winner, Chef & Partner Toro, Coppa, and Little Donkey Boston
"Ricca knows this industry inside and out. He tells the story of his colorful career, and explains the
business, with enthusiasm, wit, and candor—in lively, often salty, language we all can understand." —
Robert Hormats, former vice chairman Goldman Sachs International and Under Secretary of State for
Economic Growth, Energy, and the environment (2009-2013)
"Come for the seafood, but stay for the gripping tale of personality clashes behind the scenes at some of
your favorite restaurants. Ricca and Muto paint a vivid picture of a rough-and-tumble industry that touches
all of our lives, but until today, most of us knew nothing about." —Patrick O’Shaughnessy CEO Positive
Sum Venture Capital and author, Millennial Money: How Young Investors Can Build a Fortune
"Allen Ricca is constantly exploring new products and discovering new tastes, as well as revisiting &
satisfying old ones. One thing is constant: his curiosity and dedication to quality food (sourcing) as well as
his unyielding commitment to our industry's supply chain is unmatched. I am proud to work with him." —
Erik Sun, Owner, PursuitFarms Wagyu, executive chef Intercrew LA
"I have known and worked with Allen and his family for over 25 years. This endlessly entertaining book
perfectly captures his personality, and gives an unflinching look at the chaotic process that brings seafood
from oceans around the world to restaurant kitchens around the corner." —M.J. Alam, Partner and
Executive Chef Limani Rockefeller Center NYC
"Everyone has something to learn from Catching Hell—whether you are interested in seafood traceability,
ethical business practices, or just getting the most out of your seafood order. " —Morgan Chow scientist for
California Natural Resources Agency
"A heady rollercoaster of jaw-droppers and heart-warmers, Catching Hell is an honest-to-goodness gift to
the everyday diner and food-lover. All thanks to the restaurant world’s number-one champion, and the
greatest dining companion I’ve ever had." —Patty Diez, network development manager at Eater
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Flight of the Rondone
High School Dropout VS Big Pharma: The Fight to Save My Son's Life
Patrick Girondi
Flight of the Rondone is a true rags to riches tale the New York
Times stated is “meant for television.” The protagonist, a high
school dropout, is nicknamed in Italian U Carneveil (Walking
Circus) for his entertaining and eccentric nature. Patrick
Girondi starts his career shining shoes, stealing car parts, and
escaping life-threatening situations while outwitting the Chicago
police. He claws up to being a famous success story on the
Oprah Show. His fortunes quickly change when his eldest son,
Santino, is diagnosed with a fatal blood disease. Girondi hunts for
a cure in a drama that has boundless implications in the world of
gene therapy. As Girondi writes, “I’d been strangled, shot at,
skated more than twenty arrests, made it through 3 FBI
witch-hunts and went from the docks to trading and big money. I
would see my son cured. How hard could it be?” After decades of
struggle, he delivered the world’s first commercial batch of vector
with the potential to cure Sickle Cell Disease and Thalassemia.
But again, the success of the cure—and the fate of his son—is
imperiled, in a world of lab jackets, mysterious deaths, and
cut-throat Wall Street banksters.
This is a story of love, beating the odds, or as Girondi calls it,
pure luck. It is a gritty and realistic tale told with little regard for
empire or etiquette.
HARDCOVER

AUTHOR BIO
Patrick Girondi, originally from the South Side of Chicago, is an
Italian-American singer-songwriter, author, and founder of a gene
therapy company. Girondi has released five music albums and
published the book Diamond in the Rough.
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A Cabin in The Forest
How to Find, Renovate, and Run The Perfect Off-Grid Retreat
Roxyann, Ms. Spanfelner
Yes, You Too Can Live Off The Grid
Living off the grid is a concept that many people often think
about, but few people really do. In their case, the Spanfelners
first went through the thought process of why they wanted to live
off the grid in the first place. Once they concluded that they did—
and all their reasons can be found in A Cabin in the Forest—they
then elected not to build a new cabin from the ground up, but
instead find an existing structure and fix it.
The Spanfelners eventually found a classic fixer-upper deep in
the woods of Northern California, bought it, then got to work—
focusing on such off-the-grid necessities as a power supply,
constant supply of water, a constant heat source, and much
more.
Tips in the useful guide cover everything from building,
plumbing, and electricity to growing food in a sustainable way
and to dealing with emergencies off the grid.
This easy-to-understand book will tell you how to do it all, and
how to do it the right way.

AUTHOR BIO
Roxyann Spanfelner and her husband Gary live on their offgrid cattle ranch with Greta, their Belgian Shepard, joining
about a million others across America. Maybe you should too! If
you're on the fence, this book will have you leaping over it into
"greener pastures" -reaping the rewards of total self-sufficiency.
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Definitive Guide to Planting Food Plots
Plant It Right and They Will Come
Peter J. Fiduccia
This hands-on guide explains no-nonsense techniques on
how to develop a well-balanced and well-planned food plot
and deer management program that will enhance your deer
hunting success tenfold.
Peter Fiduccia has successfully planted food plots for deer and
other wildlife for more than twenty years. His know-how and sage
advice will help you grow more successful food plots and improve
your daily deer sightings and buck harvests. Through practical,
understandable, and easy-to-apply information, this food plot
authority divulges the plants that are guaranteed to attract bucks
and keep them coming to your land when you want them there
most—during the hunting season.
Fiduccia shares these time-tested planting tips and techniques
that he has used on his own land to help you grow food plots like
a pro.
Some of the topics in this essential guide include:

·Growing larger-antlered bucks
·Food plot hunting tactics
·Tips to lure bucks in November
·Go nuts! Plant mast trees
·Tactically placing food plots
·Other wildlife plant choices
·Dead deer do talk!
·Unique shrub and tree ideas
·How to age deer accurately
·Keeping detailed harvest records
·Real-world buck management
·Winter-hardy plant selections
·Basic practices for adult bucks
·Clovers that survive in winter
This practical guide, with totally up-to-date information on planting
food crops in a world of global warming and a changing
climate, will help you take your planting skills and deer
management knowledge to the next level for better deer hunting
and a healthier herd.

AUTHOR BIO
Peter J. Fiduccia is one of the most recognized authorities in the
deer hunting community, known throughout North America as the
“Deer Doctor.” He is an award-winning journalist and has hosted
the Woods n Water television series for more than thirty years .
Fiduccia was the founder and consulting editor for Whitetail
Hunting Strategies magazine and his writings have been
published in ten books and numerous magazines. He lives with
his wife, Kate, in Otsego County, New York.
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Green Beret Bushcrafting Guide
The Eight Pillars of Survival in Any Situation
Brian M. Morris
The Eight Pillars of Survival
Many survival and emergency preparedness experts today use
the pyramid approach to survival prioritization; putting food,
water, shelter and security in the largest block at the base of the
pyramid, and then community, sustainability and higher needs in
smaller brackets at the top of the pyramid. Brian M. Morris's
survival model takes a different and linear approach to survival
using an eight pillar system.
The eight pillars that Morris uses as the basis of his survival
methodology are food, water, shelter, security, communication,
health, survival navigation, and fire-craft. In this system no one
pillar takes priority to another initially. It is up to the survivor to
assess their situation and then choose the pillar that is needed
most to survive in the situation at hand.
Much like a rifle pop-up target range where a shooter is
expected to hit the closer—and more dangerous—50-meter
target first before engaging the 300-meter target, the survivor
needs to prioritize the pillars and choose the pillar that is most
urgent and necessary to save his life under the circumstances.
The foundation for Morris's methodology is "KISS," which
stands for “keep it simple, stupid,” an acronym widely used by the
military to remind soldiers that the best solutions are often the
simplest. Morris developed this Eight Pillar approach over
decades of serving as a Green Beret in the US Army Special
Forces.

AUTHOR BIO
Brian M. Morris is a retired US Army Special Forces Master
Sergeant. Serving on active duty for twenty-five years, the
majority of his time was spent in the Green Berets. He is a
decorated combat veteran and has served all over the world/
Morris has taught Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape
(SERE) School and wrote the SERE doctrine for the Army
Special Forces. Additionally, he is an expert in anti-terrorism and
personal security techniques, tactics, and procedures. After
retiring from the Army in 2012, he spent a year in Afghanistan
working as a counterinsurgency advisor to to the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) Commander. He currently
works as a SERE and personal security senior analyst for the
Army as a contract civilian.
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The CIA Insider's Guide to Surveillance and Surveillance
Detection
John Kiriakou
Have you ever thought you were being followed or
watched? Have you ever needed to follow or observe
someone and not be seen?
In the world of espionage, surveillance and surveillance
detection are a way of life. It is the job of every CIA operations
officer to make sure he or she is not under surveillance—that is,
being followed to the commission of an “operational act.” It is also
the job of every CIA operations officer to surveil his own targets,
whether they are terrorists or terrorist suspects, foreign
intelligence officers, hostile actors, or even sometimes his own
agents for vetting purposes.
In everyday life, many people from all walks of life need to know
how to perform similar operations. Whether avoiding a stalker,
checking up on an unfaithful partner, or just securing one’s own
privacy, a working knowledge of modern surveillance and
surveillance detection techniques is a critical skill to possess.
And there is nobody better to teach that skill than someone
trained by the CIA.
From former CIA counterterrorism officer John C. Kiriakou,
Surveillance and Surveillance Detection: A CIA Insider's Guide
takes you through the CIA's surveillance and surveillance
detection program. It will teach you to apply CIA surveillance
techniques to your own everyday life. You’ll learn how to stay
safe, to ensure your privacy, and to keep the honest people
honest—the CIA way.

AUTHOR BIO
John Kiriakou is a former CIA counterterrorism officer, former
senior investigator for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
and former counterterrorism consultant for ABC News. He was
responsible for the capture in Pakistan in 2002 of Abu Zubaydah,
then believed to be the third-ranking official in al-Qaeda. In 2007,
Kiriakou blew the whistle on the CIA’s torture program, telling ABC
News that the CIA tortured prisoners, that torture was official US
government policy, and that the policy had been approved by
then–President George W. Bush. He is the author of multiple
books on intelligence and the CIA.
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The CIA Insider's Guide to Lying and Lie Detection
John Kiriakou
A foolproof guide both to lying and to detecting
deception,Lying and Lie Detection: A CIA Insider's Guide will
teach you how the pros can tell if and when somebody is
lying.
People lie all the time. Studies show that the average American
lies between six and twenty times a day. Most lies are of the “little
white” variety or are meant to spare a person’s feelings. But what
about the big lies? What about the consequential ones? You
have a right to know when somebody is lying to you.
Now, imagine if you had the tools to spot a lie from the truth—a
guide to perfect your sixth sense. Whether it's finding out if you
truly got the job, unmasking an infidelity, or a simple
recommendation, you will no longer have to spend hours, days,
or even weeks pondering about it.
Through the easy-to-follow instructions and professional
anecdotes in Lying and Lie Detection: A CIA Insider's
Guide, you’ll learn to lie and spot lies from John Kiriakou , a former
CIA counterterrorism officer and senior investigator for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee responsible for the capture of Abu
Zubaydah.
Remember, CIA operations officers are trained to lie. They lie all
the time. When they are working undercover, they are actually
living a lie. With the CIA as a teacher, you’ll learn how to tell.

AUTHOR BIO
John Kiriakou is a former CIA counterterrorism officer, former
senior investigator for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
and former counterterrorism consultant for ABC News. He was
responsible for the capture in Pakistan in 2002 of Abu Zubaydah,
then believed to be the third-ranking official in al-Qaeda. In 2007,
Kiriakou blew the whistle on the CIA’s torture program, telling ABC
News that the CIA tortured prisoners, that torture was official US
government policy, and that the policy had been approved by
then–President George W. Bush. He is the author of multiple
books on intelligence and the CIA.
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The CIA Insider's Guide to Disappearing and Living Off the
Grid
John Kiriakou
With an experienced CIA officer as your teacher, you’ll gain
the knowledge and necessary tools to protect yourself and
the ones you love.
No matter where we go, we leave tracks and clues of our
existence without even knowing. Our electronic footprint
becomes our invisible trail. In this day in age where the world
seems to be at our fingertips and social media plays a huge role
in our daily lives, it’s hard not to leave part of our digital selves for
others to find.
Whether you’re fascinated by the idea of disappearing, want to
erase your digital footprint, or simply concerned about your safety
and privacy, knowing how to become invisible is a survival skill
that will come in handy.
Through the easy-to-follow instructions, tips, tricks, and
professional anecdotes in How to Disappear and Live off the Grid:
A CIA Insider's Guide, you’ll learn to vanish without a trace from
John Kiriakou, a former CIA counterterrorism officer and senior
investigator for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
responsible for the capture of Abu Zubaydah.

AUTHOR BIO
John Kiriakou is a former CIA counterterrorism officer, former
senior investigator for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
and former counterterrorism consultant for ABC News. He was
responsible for the capture in Pakistan in 2002 of Abu Zubaydah,
then believed to be the third-ranking official in al-Qaeda. In 2007,
Kiriakou blew the whistle on the CIA’s torture program, telling ABC
News that the CIA tortured prisoners, that torture was official US
government policy, and that the policy had been approved by
then–President George W. Bush. He is the author of multiple
books on intelligence and the CIA.
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The FarmMade Essential Skills Book
Handmade Projects from America's Farmers
Patti Johnson-Long
A celebration of simple living skills.
Not too long ago, handwork skills such as sewing a quilt,
crocheting a washcloth, or embroidering a pillowcase were
handed down from one generation to the next. Candle- and
soap-making, blacksmithing, basket weaving, natural yarn dying,
and repurposing were all time-honored traditions that were
essential to the farm’s microeconomy and long-term success.
While many of these traditional skills have been lost to the
convenience of today’s modern economy, they are still alive and
thriving among America’s farmers. The FarmMade Essential
Skills Book showcases fifty authentic projects from farms all over
the country. Hailing from New England, the Deep South, the
Midwest, Southwest, and Northwest, each farm-made project
represents its region’s unique array of raw materials and end
products.
Revive valuable lost traditions and pave the way for a more
independent, sustainable future with The FarmMade Essential
Skills Book.

AUTHOR BIO
FarmMade aims to preserve and celebrate family farm traditions
through sharing cultural recipes, farm stories, and handmade
crafts that date back hundreds, if not thousands of years.
Everything we do at FarmMade is with deep reverence and love
for farmers and all things farm. We invite you to join us on our
journey of purposeful living, by farm hopping from region to
region, in search of a wholesomeness that can only be found on
a farm.
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The D-Day Atlas
A Graphical Reconstruction of the Normandy Campaign
John Man
An Illustrated Guide to One of the Greatest Events of World
War II
The Allied landing in German-occupied Normandy on June 6,
1944 was the greatest amphibious operation in military history. In
the months that followed, German forces, outnumbered and
outgunned, fought one of the most tenacious and skillful
defensive campaigns of the entire war. This magnificent graphical
reconstruction details the momentous events of the Normandy
campaign from its conception through to the destruction of the
German 7th and 5th Panzer Armies at Falaise and the Allied
liberation of Paris.
Included in The D-Day Atlas are:
·Disposition and movements of military units
·Plans and objectives of the commanders on both sides
·Nature of the Normandy terrain
·Role of Allied air interdiction and long-range naval fire support
·Movement of reserve units and supplies
·Activities of the French Resistance
Follow troop movements and positions throughout the Normandy
campaign to discover how the British, American, and
Commonwealth troops reached victory.
PAPERBACK

AUTHOR BIO
John Man is a historian specializing in the nature of leadership.
John's books have been published in over twenty languages
around the world and include histories of the Great Wall of China
and the Mongolian Empire. He lives in England.
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The 7 Secret Keys to Startup Success
What You Need to Know to Win
David J. Muchow
Finally, a new kind of business startup book—packed full
of practical advice plus essential legal information you
really need but don’t get in business school or anywhere
else!
David J. Muchow is a thirty-year business expert, serial
entrepreneur, corporate lawyer, and inventor who can help you
build a successful startup business. This unique guide, which
focuses on both the business and legal aspects of startups, is a
must-have for every aspiring entrepreneur, small business
owner, startup incubator, student, and business and law schools.
In 7 Secret Keys to Startup Success, you will learn:
·How to cut legal expenses and manage lawyers
·How to fire employees and partners without getting sued
·Patent, trademark and copyright strategies and tricks
·How to raise money without SEC problems
·How to avoid the financial “Valley of Death”
·What “to do” but also “what not to do" to avoid “startup suicide”.

The book reveals key mistakes that can kill businesses. For
example, blogging about your new products can prevent getting a
patent. And giving away too much equity and picking the wrong
partners can be fatal. You must avoid these mistakes to survive
as a business. Other books focus on generalities such as
“motivation” and miss these dangerous traps. Muchow, who
teaches law, business and entrepreneurship at
Georgetown, illustrates the 7 Secret Keys with fun and exciting
examples, such as how Ivanka Trump was sued for trademark
infringement over her Hettie Sandal design and Oprah Winfrey’s
battle to protect her intellectual property for O Magazine. 7 Secret
Keys to Startup Success is like having both an expert attorney
and a consultant by your side every step of the way on your
startup’s journey to success!

AUTHOR BIO
David J. Muchow is a thirty-year business expert, serial
entrepreneur, corporate lawyer, and inventor who has advised
hundreds of business. He teaches Law, Business, and
Entrepreneurship at Georgetown, turns ideas into publicly traded
companies, is a former DOJ prosecutor, and served at the NSC,
OMB, and on Capitol Hill.
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Live E.P.I.C.
Applying Excellence Personified In Character to Enjoy Greater Happiness and
Personal Success
Kristin Noto
A modern spin on the timeless moral virtues, presenting a
blueprint for using ethics to build a happier, healthier, more
fulfilling life.
Thirty years ago, as a twenty-something engaged to her
now-husband Anthony, Kristin found herself navigating that
often-fraught relationship of daughter-in-law versus
mother-in-law. In this case, Kristin and her future mother-in-law
Roseanne were getting along famously, until things took a turn
and then suddenly, they weren’t. By the time the wedding was
over, and Kristin and Anthony were settled in their new life
together, she was barely on speaking terms with Roseanne. After
puzzling over what to do, Kristin eventually realized that in order
for things to truly improve with her mother-in-law, she would need
to improve herself.
Through Kristin's “Excellence Personified in Character” system,
readers will learn to embrace a growth mindset for personal
character and cultivate the seven E.P.I.C. virtues: Gratitude,
Faith, Honesty, Perseverance, Charity, Wisdom, and Prudence.
This book reveals that when we Live E.P.I.C.,we invest in
ourselves, we are better equipped to navigate setbacks, and our
lives and relationships become happier, richer, and more
success-filled.

AUTHOR BIO
Kristin Noto has spent the past thirty years studying the
application of excellence in the development of personal
character as a means to achieve personal fulfillment, success,
and happiness. In addition to her work as a researcher and expert
on personal character, she is a member of Mensa. Noto, who has
a BA in psychology from Marist College, is also a member of the
Board of Trustees at Marist College and a member of the Child
Mind Institute West Coast Advisory Council. She resides in the
Bay Area with her husband Anthony and their children.
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Be a Disruptor
Streetwise Lessons for Entrepreneurs—from Mobs to Mandates
Stratis Morfogen
Lessons in innovation and entrepreneurship from building a
New York City restaurant empire

Stratis Morfogen has been one of the most innovative names in
New York City’s hospitality scene for decades. From bringing the
famed Fulton Fish Market online in 1997 to pioneering the
automat movement with Brooklyn Dumpling House to opening a
25,000 square foot venue in Times Square during the pandemic,
Morfogen’s continues to disrupt the status quo.
In Be a Disruptor, Morfogen provides an unconventional,
real-world education for any entrepreneur by sharing how he beat
the odds in the cutthroat, mob-influenced New York City
restaurant world. Morfogen teaches readers what he has learned
about finding business opportunity in any situation, starting new
ventures in times of adversity, and succeeding against all odds in
one of the most challenging environments in the world. It’s a
playbook for entrepreneurs with the page-turning qualities of a
memoir.
With lessons for navigating pressures from powerful entities like
the New York mob and local government, restarting mentally and
financially after failed ventures, being aggressive when
competitors are being conservative, and managing business and
personal relationships, Be a Disruptor is a can’t miss,
street-smart education for any entrepreneur, restauranteur, or
anyone interested in how the NYC hospitality world really works.

AUTHOR BIO
Stratis Morfogen has been an innovator in New York City’s
hospitality scene for decades. He is the owner of Brooklyn Chop
House, which is frequented by celebrities like Oprah, Barack
Obama, and Mary J. Blige, and Brooklyn Dumpling Shop.
Morfogen brought New York’s famed Fulton Fish Market to the
internet in 1997, and was the partner/owner of many well-known
New York establishments like Club Rouge, Gotham City Diner,
Hilltop Diner, The Grand, Philippe Chow, and Jue Lan Club,
among others. He lives in New York City.
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Lies My Gov't Told Me
And the Better Future Coming
Robert W. Malone
**AS SEEN ON TUCKER CARLSON TODAY AND THE JOE
ROGAN EXPERIENCE**
With contributions from eminent doctors, scientists, and experts
in their fields, Lies My Gov't Told Me offers a comprehensive look
at the coronavirus pandemic–where we are today, how we got
here, and what's on the horizon. Challenging the mainstream
government-pharma-media narrative, the chapters in this book
will not only outrage readers but will also inform and give readers
hope.

AUTHOR BIO
Robert W. Malone, MD, MS, is an internationally recognized
virologist and immunologist, and the original inventor of mRNA
vaccination as a technology, DNA vaccination, and multiple
non-viral DNA and RNA/mRNA platform delivery technologies.
Scientifically trained at UC Davis, UC San Diego, and at the Salk
Institute Molecular Biology and Virology laboratories, Dr. Malone
received his medical training at Northwestern University (MD) and
Harvard University Medical School (clinical research
postgraduate), and in pathology at UC Davis, He has almost one
hundred peer-reviewed publications, and has been an invited
speaker at about fifty conferences.

Praise for Lies My Gov't Told Me:
“Dr. Robert Malone may be the single most qualified person on
planet earth to discuss [COVID vaccination]. Why? Because he
helped create the mRNA technology behind the COVID vaccines.
We think he has a right to speak.” —Tucker Carlson, Tucker Carlson
Today
“One of the most important things about [Malone] reading out [his]
history like that is he is one of the most qualified people in the world
to talk about vaccines … I'm very grateful that there's courageous
people like [Malone] that do put [their] reputations and [their] careers
on the line by speaking out against the stuff when it is very difficult
and when [they] do get de-platformed for doing that they know that
by censoring [him] they're not just censoring [him]; they're also
making others like [him] self-censor.” —Joe Rogan, The Joe Rogan
Experience
“A man with a great mind, a deep scientific knowledge and an open
heart. Dr. Robert Malone is the inventor of the nine original mRNA
vaccine patents, which were originally filed in 1989, including both
the idea of mRNA vaccines and the original proof of principle
experience and RNA transfaction. Dr. Malone has close to a hundred
peer reviewed publications, which have been cited over 12,000
times. Since January 2020, Dr. Malone has been leading a large
team focused on clinical research, design, drug development,
computer modeling, and mechanisms of action for repurpose drugs
of the treatment of COVID-19.” —Christof Plothe, World Council for
Health, osteopath and researcher
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Political Prisoner
Persecuted, Prosecuted, but Not Silenced
Paul Manafort
A riveting account of the HOAX that sent a presidential
campaign chairman to solitary confinement because he
wouldn’t turn against the President of the United States.

The chief weapon deployed by the government-corporate-media
Establishment against the Trump presidency was
propaganda. Time and again, allegations from anonymous
sources were disseminated by a partisan media, promoted by a
dishonest Democrat Party leadership, and ultimately debunked
when the facts surfaced. But by the time the truth came out, it
was too late. There had already been casualties.
One of the highest profile casualties was Paul Manafort.
Desperate to defeat Donald Trump—or hamper his presidency
after he won—Democrats and their Establishment allies colluded
with foreign operatives to concoct a completely false narrative
about Paul’s supposed conspiracy with pro-Russian elements in
Ukraine to further Vladimir Putin’s efforts to influence the 2016
presidential election. But it wasn’t just defamation of Paul’s
character. They took the unprecedented step of enlisting the US
intelligence and law enforcement communities in using their
power against President Trump and his campaign team.

Political Prisoner finally exposes the lies left unchallenged by
media who pronounced Paul guilty long before his case ever saw
the inside of a courtroom. Not only is it untrue that Victor
Yanukovych or any of Paul’s clients were “pro-Putin,” it is the
opposite of the truth. Paul’s work in Ukraine and throughout his
career was 100 percent aligned with US interests in the countries
he worked in, sometimes even acting as a back channel for the
White House itself.
Neither was Paul guilty of laundering money, evading taxes, or
deliberately deceiving the US government by failing to register as
a foreign agent—which he wasn’t. These were all politically
motivated charges manufactured by the Special Counsel’s team
for one reason and one reason only: to get Paul to testify against
Donald Trump about a conspiracy that never existed. When they
hear the basis of these spurious charges, Americans will wonder
what country they are living in and what has happened to our
system of justice.
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Political Prisoner tells the real story of Paul’s life and career,
exploding the lies about his work in Ukraine, his previous work
with foreign governments and business interests in other
countries, his involvement with the Trump campaign, and the
34

“process crimes” for which he was wrongly convicted and sent to
prison. It is no exaggeration to say that everything most
Americans think they know about Paul Manafort is false.

AUTHOR BIO
Paul J. Manafort is a political consultant and government affairs
professional whose career spanning five decades has been
devoted to furthering the interests of the United States on the
world stage. As campaign chairman for Donald Trump’s 2016
presidential campaign, Paul put into place the structure that
delivered the nomination and eventually the general election for
Donald J. Trump. Between 1975 and 1980, Paul worked on both
the Ford and Reagan campaigns, playing a key role in the
election of Ronald Reagan in 1980. In 1981, Paul cofounded
Black, Manafort and Stone, establishing the model used in
government affairs and public affairs today.
In 2009 Paul founded DMP International and focused on cutting
edge technology with strategic consulting in both the business
and political spheres. During this time, Paul became active in
Ukraine, where he built a political practice helping the Party of
Regions become a modern, western political party, and laying the
foundation for Ukraine to become a member country of the
European Union. Paul presently serves on the boards of directors
of a number of private companies in the technology and
telecommunications arenas.
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Truth about Wuhan
How I Uncovered the Biggest Lie in History
Andrew G., Dr. Huff
Shocking new insider information that shows what really
happened in Wuhan, China, at the start of the COVID-19
outbreak and in the ensuing cover-up.

The day that Dr. Andrew G. Huff left his senior scientist and vice
president role at EcoHealth Alliance was one of the happiest days
of his life due to the corruption he had witnessed at the
organization. However, he never thought working there would be
of any great consequence to the future. He was wrong. Because,
as an EcoHealth Alliance insider, Dr. Huff had had a ringside seat
to one of the biggest cover-ups in history.

The Truth about Wuhan contains new research and a breakdown
of how and why the development of COVID-19 in the United
States and China was supported by the US government to collect
intelligence on laboratories in China. Dr. Huff, an expert in the
fields of bioterrorism and bio warfare, is a whistleblower who will
show why the reasons the lab leak was covered up are incorrect.
He worked on the classified research side of the program as a
US government scientist. He knows the real how and why
COVID-19 emerged. Besides exposing the conspiracy and
cover-up, Dr. Huff also puts forth policy solutions and
recommendations to prevent a lab leak virus from plaguing the
world again.
The Truth about Wuhan simply explains the complexity of the
system that led to COVID-19’s emergence; how the medical
industrial complex grew and became entrenched in gain of
function work after 9/11; why EcoHealth Alliance was the (almost)
perfect intelligence collection cover; the policy actions and
decision-making process as to why the United States
government engaged in the COVID cover-up; how and why the
United States swapped biotechnology with China and biomedical
corporations; and the incentives for each of the actors or
governments to engage and coordinate a global cover-up of
COVID-19 origins.
The Truth about Wuhan also shows how and why Dr. Anthony
Fauci is intricately involved in the COVID cover-up; how scientists
like EcoHealth Alliance president and CEO Dr. Peter Daszak rose
to power and used their influence to corrupt science and the
COVID origin investigation; and how the intelligence community
likely orchestrated the cover-up with Dr. Anthony Fauci.
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Dr. Huff also provides personal harrowing accounts of how the
US government waged a psychological operation against him to
prevent him from speaking out. COVID-19 is the biggest lie,
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scandal, and intelligence failure in US history, and Dr. Andrew G.
Huff is stepping out of the shadows to share his insider story
about this failure that led to millions of deaths around the world.

AUTHOR BIO
Dr. Andrew G. Huff is a combat veteran, technologist, and
infectious disease epidemiologist with decades of experience in
scientific research, national security, and entrepreneurship. He
was a senior scientist and vice president with EcoHealth Alliance
and was a senior member of the technical staff at Sandia
National Laboratories. He has held positions in government,
non-governmental organizations, industry, and academia. When
he is not fighting for truth and justice, he can be found skiing,
fishing, and hunting with his family in Michigan.
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War on Ivermectin
The Early Treatment that Could Have Saved the World from COVID
Pierre Kory
Big Pharma and health agencies cry "Don't take
ivermectin!" A media storm follows. Why then, does the
science say the opposite?
Ivermectin is a dirty word in the media. The drug has been
derided and declared useless. Doctors have earnestly recorded
pleas asking those afflicted with COVID-19 not to take the drug.
But why?
The War on Ivermectin is the personal and professional
narrative of Dr. Pierre Kory, the co-founder of an expert group of
physicians’, and his plight to alert the world of his group's
identification of ivermectin as a highly-effective, life-saving, widely
available generic medicine with an obvious ability to end the
global pandemic. In this book, Dr. Kory details all the personal
attacks, professional setbacks, and concerted, corrupt, and
highly effective actions which influenced the world’s major health
agencies and medical journals to dismiss and deny it’s efficacy.
Dr. Kory also relates firsthand the catastrophic impacts of mass
media censorship and relentless mass media propaganda that
he witnessed against ivermectin and his organization's ability to
help save lives.
Despite these barriers, Dr. Kory and his colleagues' efforts led
to what is now twenty-three countries containing 25 percent of the
world's population to have partially or fully adopted ivermectin into
their COVID-19 treatment guidelines. Although numerous studies
and epidemiologic data have shown that many millions of lives
were saved globally with the systematic use of ivermectin, many
more millions perished as the result of what he eventually
discovered to be the deep, long-standing, pervasive, and
corruptive power of the pharmaceutical industry in its decades
long-wars on generic medicines. They can't make money on
ivermectin like they can on so many other drugs and vaccines, so
why would they promote it? Due to Big Pharma's consistent lies
and gaslighting about this incredibly effective drug, the war on
ivermectin has led to one of the greatest human death tolls in
history.

AUTHOR BIO

Dr. Pierre Kory is a pulmonary and critical care medicine specialist, and a
former associate professor and chief of the Critical Care Service at the
University of Wisconsin. Prior to COVID-19, he was an internationally
renowned pioneer in the field of critical care ultrasonography, having
served as senior editor of an award-winning textbook in its second edition
and translated into seven languages, Point of Care Ultrasound. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, he co-founded and serves as the president and
chief medical officer of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance, a
non-profit organization dedicated to developing the most effective
treatment protocols for COVID-19 (flccc.net). Having co-authored over ten
peer-reviewed manuscripts on COVID-19, he is considered one of the
world’s clinical experts on both the disease and the role of ivermectin and
other early treatments. Dr. Kory is also considered a master educator and
has won major departmental teaching awards at multiple institutions in his
career.
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The Science of Aliens
The Real Science Behind the Gods and Monsters from Space and Time
Mark Brake
Discover the real science behind 2001, ET, Signs, and all
your favorite fictional alien civilizations.
As space telescopes continue to search for life in this unearthly
Universe, the crucial questions remain unanswered. Are we
awake to the revolutionary effects on human society and science
that alien contact will bring? And how is it possible to imagine the
unknown? The Science of Aliens tells the compelling story of how
the portrayal of alien life has evolved over time.
Taking examples from science, film, and fiction, this book
showcases how scholars, filmmakers, and authors have devoted
their energies to imagining life beyond this Earth. From
Copernicus to Kubrick, The Science of Aliens is a fascinating
account for anyone interested in extraterrestrials.
Otherworldly topics include:

·What Xenomorphs from Alien and Na’vi from Avatar have in
common
·Darwin among aliens
·Extraterrestrials in Einstein’s sky
·Aliens in our space age
·And so much more
Visualize the unknown and redefine your place in a changing
cosmos with The Science of Aliens

AUTHOR BIO
Mark Brake developed the world’s first science and science
fiction degree in 1999 and launched the world’s first astrobiology
degree in 2005. He’s communicated science through film,
television, print, and radio on five continents, including for NASA,
Seattle’s Science Fiction Museum, the BBC, the Royal Institution,
and Sky Cinema. Mark also tours Europe with Science of Doctor
Who, Science of Star Wars, and Science of Superheroes road
shows.
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The Science of Strong Women
The True Stories Behind Your Favorite Fictional Feminists
Rhiannon Lee
Discover all there is to know about strong women in fiction:
Hermione Granger, Wonder Woman, Princess Leia, and
more!
A strong woman is not just a badass lady who solves her
problems with a high kick and a sassy comeback, all the while
looking fabulous in a cape (although the cape is a plus!). A strong
woman is a pioneer for bravery, intelligence, determination, and
social justice for all.
Compelling, humorous and brilliantly illustrated in equal
measures, The Science of Strong Women showcases a
collection of fifty fantastic fictional feminists we all know and love.
Through media analysis and awe-inspiring discoveries, this
inspirational guide delves deeper into female-forward fiction and
features a truly diverse collection of strong women including:
·June Osborne
·Star Carter
·Katniss Everdeen
·Elizabeth Bennet
·Éownyn
·Jo March
·Buffy Summers
·And many more
Here’s to strong women. May we know them, may we be them,
and may we learn from them with The Science of Strong
Women.

AUTHOR BIO
Rhiannon Lee holds a PhD in chemistry and is a strong
campaigner for the recognition of women in science. She hopes
to bring her own experience of how strong women have
influenced her own life and the decisions she makes today.
Rhiannon resides in the United Kingdom.
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A Child Alone with Strangers
A Novel
Philip Fracassi
“Fracassi’s novel hits me like a cross between McCammon
and '80s King. Might be one of them summer blockbusters
readers love.” —Laird Barron, author of Worse Angels
"A Child Alone with Strangers starts out as a slow burn
procedural with supernatural elements and inexorably
cranks itself into a pulse-pounding symphony of eldritch
horrors and all-too-human violence. Philip Fracassi is the
best sort of horror writer--one who is unafraid to hunt for
light in even the darkest places." —Shaun Hamill, author
of A Cosmology of Monsters

When young Henry Thorne is kidnapped and held prisoner in a
remote farmhouse surrounded by miles of forest, he finds himself
connecting with a strange force living in the woods—using that
bond to wreak havoc against his captors. Unknown to the boy,
however, is that this ancient being has its own reasons for
wanting the interlopers gone—there is something hidden beneath
the house, tucked away in the dark, damp root cellar . . . waiting
for its return.

AUTHOR BIO
Philip Fracassi is an award-winning author and screenwriter. His
story collection, Behold the Void, won “Best Collection of the
Year” from both This Is Horror and Strange Aeons Magazine, and
has had numerous other short stories published in various
magazines and anthologies, including The Best Horror of the
Year. The author of Beneath a Pale Sky and Boys in the Valley,
you can follow Philip via his social media @philipfracassi.
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The Lurking Fear and Other Early Terrors
Stories from the Master of Cosmic Horror
H.P. Lovecraft
An H. P. Lovecraft collection sure to terrify and delight both
horror fanatics and novices!
From the library of the original master of cosmic horror himself
comes this collection of some of H. P. Lovecraft’s best and most
terrifying short stories. Filled with monsters both human and
supernatural, these stories are bound to delight all lovers of horror
and weird fiction.
Included among the horrors are:
·The Lurking Fear
·Dagon
·The Outsider
·The Shadow over Innsmouth
·The Dunwich Horror
·And more!
All your H.P. Lovecraft favorites are here! Read about Dagon, the
monster that terrifies a shipwrecked and drug-addicted seaman.
Watch in horror as "The Outsider" slowly and frantically searches
for an escape from his secluded home. Cower from "The Lurking
Fear" as you travel the mountain tunnels with a group that is
slowly picked off one by one and murdered. Even more terrifying
is "The Dunwich Horror," where a madman uses a stolen book of
dark power to terrorize a countryside.
Whether you are an avid fan of Lovecraft’s work, a horror story
novice, or simply a fan of horror and fantasy in general, you’re
going to love H.P. Lovecraft’s The Lurking Fear and Other Early
Terrors.

AUTHOR BIO
H.P. Lovecraft (Howard Phillips Lovecraft) was an American
author known for his tales of cosmic horror and fantasy. Though
a lifelong lover of science, Lovecraft was in too poor of health to
ever attend college and so became a ghostwriter. He started
publishing his short horror stories in 1923 in the magazine Weird
Tales. Some of his most popular works include his Cthulhu
Mythos series, "The Shadow of Innsmouth" (1931), and "At the
Mountains of Madness" (1931). Unfortunately, Lovecraft’s fame
did not rise until after his death in 1937.
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Champions of the Octagon
One on One with MMA and UFC Greats
Fiaz Rafiq; Foreword by Royce Gracie and Michael Bisping
Learn the stories, history, and strategy of the sport's
greatest champions—in their own words!

Mixed martial arts (MMA) has become one of the
fastest-growing sports in the world. With Dana White helping
bring Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) to prominence and
respectability, some of the greatest fighters today are skipping the
squared circle for the octagon.
In Champions of the Octagon, writer Fiaz Rafiq interviews
many of the greatest MMA and UFC champions of all-time,
including Georges St-Pierre, Holly Holm, Daniel Cormier, Cris
Cyborg, Tito Ortiz, and many others. Readers will learn of their
upbringings, their introductions to the sport, and how they worked
their way to be the best ever.
Spending decades covering the sport and building relationships
with those who have fought in the octagon, Rafiq shares
never-before-seen interviews and intimate stories from these
greats. Learn from Royce Gracie how his family helped bring
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu to America, Rashad Evans and his thoughts on
the development of the sport, Forrest Griffin on his first
professional fight, BJ Penn on how he got introduced to MMA,
Brock Lesnar on using his skills from WWE and bringing them to
UFC, Holly Holm on dethroning Ronda Rousey, and so much
more.
For anyone interested in learning the beginnings of MMA and
how its champions became household names, Champions of the
Octagon pulls back the curtain on their lives and careers. With
forewords from Royce Gracie and Michael Bisping, hear
never-before-stories from the fighters who helped build the sport
to what it is today.

AUTHOR BIO
Fiaz Rafiq is a professional sports and entertainment contributing
writer for prominent newspapers, and author of acclaimed
biographies of Bruce Lee, Muhammad Ali, and Arnold
Schwarzenegger. For fifteen years, he was a columnist for a
bestselling combat sports magazine MAI, and contributed to
Fighters Only, MMA Uncaged, Men’s Fitness, Muscle & Fitness,
and the movie magazine Impact. Fiaz contributed to the
authorized documentary, How Bruce Lee Changed the World.
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